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Abstract. We give an example of two locally compact countable metric spaces

X and Y which are /p-equivalent but not l£-equivalent, i.e., CP{X) and

CP{Y) are linearly homeomorphic but Cp(X) and Cp(Y) are not linearly

homeomorphic.

0. Introduction

Let A and Y be Tychonov spaces. By C(X) (resp. C*(X)), we denote

the set of all real-valued continuous functions (resp. the set of all real-valued

bounded continuous functions) on A. We endow C(X) (resp. C*(X)) with

the topology of pointwise convergence and denote it by CP(X) (resp. C*(X)).

We define A and Y to be lp-equivalent (resp. l*-equivalent) whenever CP(X)

and CP(Y) (resp. C*(X) and C*(Y)) are linearly homeomorphic.

In [1] Baars and de Groot obtained a complete isomorphical classification

for function spaces CP(X), where A is any locally compact zero-dimensional

separable metric space. At this moment, an isomorphical classification for the

corresponding function spaces C*(X) is not known. From the results in this

paper it follows that such a classification must be different from the classification

for CP(X). The main theorem in this paper states that for /^-equivalent metric

spaces A and Y we have that the scattered height of A is less than co if and

only if the scattered height of Y is less than co. Together with the results

in [1], this theorem gives us an example of two lp-equivalent locally compact

countable metric spaces which are not I* -equivalent.

1. Preliminaries

In this section we briefly discuss some standard terminology about derivatives

of sets and some properties of function spaces which we need in the proofs of

the results in §2.
Let A be a topological space, and let A c A. Recall that the derived set Ad

of A in A is defined to be the set of all accumulation points of A in X. For
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every ordinal a we define A(a), the ath derivative, by transfinite induction as

follows:

(a) A(°) = A;

(b) if q is a successor, say a = f3 + 1, then A<Q> = (X^)d ;

(c) if a is a limit ordinal then A(a) = f)p<a X^ .

Note that, for every ordinal a, X^a) is closed in A, and A'a+1> = (A*"')'1'

(obviously, (A*"))'1) is the derived set of A<Q> in A<Q>, whereas A(Q+1> =

(X^Y is the derived set of A(a) in A). If, moreover, fi < a is an ordinal,

then XW C X^ .
Let A be a subspace of A. A is dense in itself if A c Ad or equivalently

A = A(x">. This means that A contains no isolated points. A is scattered if

A contains no dense in itself subsets, i.e., every subset of A contains isolated
points.

By the Cantor-Bendixson Theorem (cf. [8]), for any scattered space A, there

is an ordinal a such that A(a) = 0 . The scattered height k(X) of a scattered

space A is defined to be the smallest ordinal a such that A(a) — 0. It is easy

to see that if A is the ordinal space coa + 1, then k(X) = a + I.

For a topological space A and a subset A of A, Q ^(A) denotes the

subspace of C£ (A) of all functions vanishing on A .

1.1. Proposition. Let X be a metric space, and let A be a closed subset of X.
Then C;(X)~C;jX)xCp(A).

Proof. Define p: C*(X) —> C*(A) by p(f) — f\A. Then p is a continuous
linear function. Because A is metric and A is closed, there is a continuous

linear function <J: Cp*(^) -> C;(A) such that, for each / € C;(^), Z(f)\A = /
(cf. [4]).

Define cp: C;(X) -+ C;A(X) x C*P(A) by tp(fi) = (/- (£ o p)(f),p(fi)).
Then </> is a linear homeomorphism.   □

We denote C*(A) with the topology of uniform convergence by C*(A).
It is well known that C*(A) is a Banach space. Similar to C*A(X), we de-

fine the subspace C* ^(A) of C*(A) to be the set of all elements of C*(A)

which vanish on A. For / e C*(A) and e > 0, let B(f,e) = {g £
C*(X): sup{|/(x) - g(x)\: x £ X} < e} .

In our proofs in §2 we need the Closed Graph Theorem, which states that,

for Banach spaces E and F and a linear function cp: E —> F such that the

set {(x, tp(x)): x £ E} is closed in E x F , we have cp is continuous (cf. [6]).

We use the Closed Graph Theorem, for example, in the following way: Let A

and Y be spaces, and let cp: C*(X) —► C*(Y) be a continuous linear function.

Then cp considered as a function from C*(A) to C*(Y) is also continuous.

2. The example

In this section we will prove, for /'-equivalent metric spaces A and Y, that

k(X) < co if and only if k(Y) < co. The proof of this result is a generalization

of Pelant's proof that C*(T) and C*(Q) are not linearly homeomorphic (cf.

[7]). Here Q denotes the space of rationals and T the space N2 U {oo} where

each point of N2 is isolated and {({«,« + l,...}xN)Ll {oo}}„eN is a local

open base at oo.  The reader should compare this result with Theorem 2.11
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in [2], which states that, for /p-equivalent separable metric zero-dimensional

spaces A and Y, k(X) < oo if and only if k(Y) < co (in fact, this is even

true for metric spaces; cf. [3]). Note that this theorem implies that CP(Q) and
CP(T) are not linearly homeomorphic.

We first need the following definition, which can be found, for example, in

[5]. A family f? c C(X) is equicontinuous if, for every x £ X and e > 0,

there is a neighborhood U of x in A such that, for each f e&~ and y £ U,
\f(x) - f(y)\ < e . The following result is well known. The proof is given for

the sake of completeness.

2.1. Proposition. //FcQ(I) is compact, then F~ is equicontinuous.

Proof. Let x £ X and e > 0. The family {B(f, e/3): / £ F} is an open
cover of &~. Since fF is compact, there are fx, ... , fn £ SF (n £ N) such

that {B(fi, e/3): i < n} covers F. Since each f is continuous, there is a
neighborhood U of x such that, for all y £ U and for every i < n , \fi(y) -

fi(x)\ < e/3. Now let / e & and y £ U. There is i < n such that / £

B(fi, e/3). This implies \fi(x) - f(x)\ < e/3 and \fi(y) - f(y)\ < e/3. Since
y £ U, we now have

\f(x) - f(y)\ < \f(x) - fi(x)\ + \fi(x) - fi(y)\ + \fi(y) - f(y)\ < e.   D

2.2. Theorem. Let X and Y be first countable I*-equivalent spaces. Then

k(X) < 2 if and only if tc(Y) < 2.

Proof. Suppose k(X) < 2 and k(Y) > 2. Since A cannot be empty, we

have k(X) = 1, which gives that A is discrete. Since k(Y) > 2, there is

y £ Y which is nonisolated. Let {U„: n £ N} be a decreasing open base at

y in Y. For every n £ N let /„ be a Urysohn function with f„(y) = 1 and

fn(Y\U„) = 0. Then /„ -» X{y} pointwise in Ry, where X{y} denotes the

characteristic function of x. Since X{y} £ C*(Y), {f„: n £ N} is closed and
discrete in C*(Y).

Now let tp: C*(X) -» C*(Y) be a linear homeomorphism. Then by the
Closed Graph Theorem, <f>: C*(X) —► C*(Y) is also a linear homeomorphism.

Since C*(X) and C*(Y) are Banach spaces, there is k £ N such that for

every / e C*(X) we have \\f\\/k < \\tp(f)\\ < k\\f\\. Let g„ = tf>-x(fn).
Then ||g„|| < ifc||/n|| = k . Hence {g„:n£N} c [-k, k]x . Since [-k, k]x is
compact, {g„: n £ N} has an accumulation point g £ [-k, k]x . Since A is

discrete, [-k, k]x c C*(X) and so g £ C*(X). However, since {f„: n £ N}

is closed and discrete in C*(Y), {g„: n £ N} is closed and discrete in C*(X),

which is a contradiction.   D

One could think for a moment that, for each n £ N and for all /^-equivalent

spaces A and Y, we have k(X) < n if and only if k(Y) < n . For n = 1 it is

trivially true, and for n = 2 it follows from Theorem 2.2. These are, however,
the only cases in which it is true. If we take any n £ N with n > 2, we can find

a counterexample. From Theorem 2.13 in [1] it follows that the ordinal spaces
co+l and co"~x + 1 are /^-equivalent. Since co2 (resp. co") is the topological

sum of infinitely many copies of co + 1 (resp. co"~x + 1), it follows that co2

and co" are I*-equivalent. Note that the scattered height of co2 is 2 and the

scattered height of ca" is n .
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Surprisingly enough the ordinal co gives us again a positive answer (cf. The-

orem 2.5). Before we prove this result we need two fairly simple lemmas. One

deals with function spaces, and the other one deals with nets.

2.3. Lemma. Let X be a metric space with k(X) < co. There is a metric space

Y such that k(Y) = k(X) and C*p(X) ~ C*pA(Y) where A = Y™ .

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k(X) . If k(X) = 1, let Y = X.
So suppose the lemma has been proved for metric spaces A with k(X) < n

(n > 1). Let A be a metric space with k(X) = n, and let B = A(1). Then,
by Proposition 1.1, C*(X) ~ C*(B) x C*B(X). Since k(B) = n - 1, there

is by the inductive hypothesis a metric space Z such that k(Z) = k(B) and

C*p(B) ~ C;X(Z) where C = Z<». Then C;(A) ~ C*pC(Z) x C^B(X) =

C* BuC(Z © A) (the symbol " 6 " stands for topological sum). Let Y = Z © A.

Then Yw = Bl)C and k(Y) = tc(X). This finishes the proof of the lemma.   □

2.4. Lemma. Let X be a space and B an infinite set.  For every b £ B let

fb £ Rx such that, for every x £ X, {b £ B: fb(x) ^ 0} is finite. Furthermore

let 5? = {S c B: S is finite} and define a relation < on S? as follows: If

SX,S2£S? then Sx < S2 if SxcS2. For every S £ S* define fs = zZbes fb ■

Then {fs: S £ S?} is a net in Rx and limSe<9>fs = zZbeB fb ■

Proof. It is easily seen that 3? is directed by < . Since every S £ 5? is finite,

fs £RX ; hence, {fs: S £ S?} is a net in Rx .
Now let e > 0 and P c A be finite. For every p £ P let Sp = {b £

B: fb(p) ¥= 0} and S0 = \JpePSp. Then S0 £ ^. Let S >S0, p £ P, and

f=2Zb€Bfb- Then

\f(p)-fs(P)\= z2fb(p)-z~2fb(p) = E fbip) - E fbip) =°<e-
b&B beS b€S„ beSp

Hence, lim5€^ fs = f-   □

We now come to the result announced in the introduction of this section.

2.5. Theorem. Let X and Y be l*-equivalent metric spaces. Then k(X) < co

if and only if k(Y) < co.

Proof. Suppose k(X) < co and k(Y) > co. By Lemma 2.3 we may assume

Cp* >A(X) ~ C;(Y) where A = A'1). Let tp: C*pA(X) - C;(Y) be a linear

homeomorphism. Then, by the Closed Graph Theorem, tp: C* A(X) -* C*(Y)

is also a linear homeomorphism. So there is k £ N such that for every / £

C*uA(X) we have ||/||/fc < \\cp(f)\\ < k\\f\\. Let B = X\A. Since every
element of B is an isolated point in A, we have for each x £ B that fx —

X{x} e C*A(X), where X{x} is the characteristic function of x . Notice that,

for each f £ C*A(X), f = J2xgb axfx >■ where ax = f(x). For each x £ B,

let gx = tt>(fx). '
For every y £ Y, let Cy = {x £ B: gx(y) # 0} .

Claim 1.   Cy is finite for every y £ Y.
Suppose Cy is infinite for some y £ Y . Find an infinite subset {xn: n £N}

in Cy. For n £ N, define h„: X -> R by h„ = [1/&„00] • fXn ■ Then hn £
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C*pA(X) and h„ -> 0  (n -» oo) in C;^(A'). Now

4>(hn)(y) = [i/fo.Cy)] • </>(AJ(y) = [i/s*„(y)] • &.00 = l.

Hence, tj>(hn) -» 0 (« -> co) in C*(Y), which gives a contradiction, so Claim

1 is proved.

Now define b: Y -* R by b(y) = J2xeB\Sx(y)\- Notice that, for every

y £ Y, b(y) = Exec \gx(y)\; hence, b is well defined.

Claim 2.  \\b\\ < 2k .
For y £ Y, let C+ = {x £ B: gx(y) > 0} and C~ = {x £ B: gx(y) < 0}.

Notice that || £xeC; gx\\ = MCExec* A) II ̂  Ml E*ec; /til = k. Similarly we

can prove that || Exec Sx\\ < k. So

1*001= E sx(y)- E sx(y) < E &00 +  E &00 <2k,
xec; xec~ xec; xec~

which proves the claim.

Now for P c B finite let JfP = {ExePaxf: \a*\ - ^ for x € P} . Notice

that JfP = Y\x€P[-k, k] x Uxex\p{°} ■

Claim 3. For every y £ Y, P c B finite, and e > 0, there is a neighborhood

17 (y, P, e) of y in y such that, for each z e t7(y, P, e) and / € tp(J?p),

\f(y)-f(z)\<e.
Notice that J[p is compact in C*A(X). Since P is finite, it easily follows

that J?p is compact in C* A(X) and so cp(Jtp) is compact in C*(Y). Hence,

by Proposition 2.1, tp(^p) is equicontinuous, from which the claim follows.

Now find N £ N such that 3(A + I)/4k > 2k.

Claim 4. There are yo, ... , yn e Y, Po, ... , Pn C B finite, and Uo, ... , Um
neighborhoods of y0,... , y# respectively, such that

(1) for every i < N: CVi c P,■,

(2) P0CPXC---CPN,
(3) U0dUxd---dUn,
(4) for every i<N: U(c U(yt, P,, 1/4), and
(5) for every i<N:y,£ y^"') .

We will prove this claim by induction. Since k(Y) > co, we can find

y0 £ Fw. Let P0 = Cyo and <70 = U(y0, P0, 1/4). Suppose yQ,...,yn,

P0,... ,Pn,and Uo, ... ,U„ are found for 0 < n < N. Since y„ e y^-") and

N-n > 1, we can find y„+1 € Utt\{yr. i < Az}ny^"("+1» . Let Pn+X = PnuCyn+l
and

Un+X = U„n U(yn+X, Pn+X, i).

This completes the inductive construction and hence the proof of the claim.

Now let g: Y —> [-1, 1] be a continuous function such that g(yf) — (-1)'

for 0 < / < N. Then ||g|| = 1, so \\cj>-x(g)\\ < k ; hence, <p-x(g) = Exesaxfx

with \ax\ < k. Notice that ExeP- a*fx € -^p, for every 0 < i < N.

Claim 5.   g = YlxeBaxSx-
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Indeed, let S? = {S c B: S is finite}, and for every S £ S* let fs =

Exesaxfx- By Lemma 2.4 tp~x(g) = lim5e^/s and ExeBaxgx =

hmse^ExesaxSx- So

g = <t>(<t>-l(g)) = <t> (j™/*) = Jgj>t&) = J^E <**& = E a*8x ,

and the claim is proved.

Let 0 < i < N. Since Cy, C P, (Claim 4(1)), we have, by Claim 5,

(-1)' = Y^axgxlyi) = ^2 otxgx(yt).
xeB xePi

By Claim 4(3) and (4), yN £ U(yt, P,, 1/4).   Furthermore ExeP^^gx G
0(^>.), so, by Claim 3,

E <*xgx(yN) - E ax8x(yi) < 4-
xeP, xePj

If i > 0, we have by Claim 4(2)

E   axgx{yN) = Y^otxgx(yN)- E axgx(yN)
xePi\Pi-\ xePi xeP,-\

=   Y.a^x(yN)-(-l)i + (-l)i-x-   E  <*xgx(yN)±2
xePi xePi-,

> 2 - Eaxgx(yN) - Eaxgx(yd
xePi xePi

-   E axgx(yN)- E axgx(yt-\) > 4-
xePi-i xePi-x

If i' = 0 and P_i = 0 , then

1      3
E   «*s'.x0'jv) = E a^Sx(yN) - E axgx(yo) + i >1-4 = 4-

*eP/\Pi-i *eP0 jc€P0

So by Claim 4(2)

N 3

E l^&Cv^l ̂  E     E    axgx(yN) >-^(N+l);
xePN !=o xcp,\P/-i

hence,

b(yN) = E i^(^)i * E |xfoM > 4T(iV+ 1} -2A:'

which gives a contradiction with Claim 2.   □
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2.6. Example. There are /p-equivalent countable metric locally compact spaces

which are not /*-equivalent.

Proof. Let A and Y be the ordinal spaces co2 and co10 respectively. Then

k(X) - 2 and k(Y) — co, so, by Theorem 2.5, A and Y are not /^-equivalent

spaces. However, by Theorems 2.13 and 3.14 in [1], A and Y are /p-equiva-

lent.   D

In the proof of Theorem 2.5 the Closed Graph Theorem is applied to get

a linear homeomorphism between the Banach spaces C* A(X) and C*(Y).

However, the proof also depends essentially on properties of the topology of

pointwise convergence, so it does not give us a theorem for linear homeomor-

phisms between C*(A) and C*(Y). Consequently we cannot conclude that

C*(co2) and C*(cow) are not linearly homeomorphic. It remains an open ques-

tion whether C*(co2) and C*(com) are linearly homeomorphic or not.

Recall that a prime component is an ordinal number of the form up for any

ordinal p . Motivated by Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 and the remark after Theorem

2.2 we state the following:

2.7. Conjecture. Let X and Y be I*-equivalent metric spaces, and let a be a

prime component. Then

(a) k(X) < a if and only if k(Y) < a, and
(b) k(X) < a + 1 if and only if k(Y) < a + 1.
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